                   Hayden Mission
				   9910.27

NPC'S
Karri---Coreena

Prolog: The Hayden has returned safely to it own time. New orders have been received. Captain Wendyway is fighting for her life and that of her fetus in sickbay. The Councilor is receiving patients....life is returning to normal.


     <<<<<<<<<<<<<<<resume mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

OPS_Bafii says:
:: at station on bridge monitoring repairs ::

CNS-Isa says:
::in her quarters, checking her notes on the TO::

CTOCutter says:
::in his quarters::

SO_Spear says:
::at Sci 2::

Host Adm_Klord  (Hayden theme.wav)

ENS-Jorae says:
::At Sci::

EO_Miles says:
::In engineering::

TO_Jay says:
::Walks slowly to SickBay::

MO_Morgan says:
::sitting in her quarters::

CMOLinard says:
::is in her laboratory...working on classified files::

CTOCutter says:
*TO* For this part of the mission, I want you to man the bridge. It'll be good training for you.

SO_Spear says:
::runs diagnostic on sensors::

Host Adm_Klord says:
Action: CO Wendyway goes into convulsions

CNS-Isa says:
Self: I'll have to see the TO first, than the AT...

XO_Gol says:
::on bridge in BIG chair::

Coreena says:
::watching the EO::

TO_Jay says:
CTO: Aye sir. I am going to stop at sick bay first.

ENS-Jorae says:
::Scans ship activiny::

CMOLinard says:
::looks up and sees the CO in distress..runs to her side::

CTOCutter says:
*TO*: Acknowleged, let me know if you will be delayed.

CNS-Isa says:
*TO*: I need to see you in my quarters now, please.

TO_Jay says:
*CNS*: Be there soon as I can.

CMOLinard says:
*MO* Morgan! I need you down here...Medical Emergency!

OPS_Bafii says:
*SO* How are the sensor arrays doing?

CNS-Isa says:
*TO*: Perfect, but don't forget about me.

ENS-Jorae says:
::within normal parameters, that's good::

MO_Morgan says:
::mutters to self:: Self: Figures.  *CMO* on my way

XO_Gol says:
Jorae: Ensign, do you have any experience manning the helm?

CNS-Isa says:
::sits on the couch reviewing notes and waiting for TO::

CMOLinard says:
::engages life support and injects a hypo into the CO's neck::

TO_Jay says:
*Sickbay*:Doc, you got anything for a hangover?

MO_Morgan says:
::hurries out of her quarters and heads to sickbay::

ENS-Jorae says:
XO: Yes, sir.

EO_Miles says:
::pulls up a critical-systems scan on one of the consoles::

SO_Spear says:
OPS: I repaired the upper sensor pallets, a couple of fused conduits.

CMOLinard says:
*TO* This isn't the time right now...you'll have to grin and bear it

ENS-Jorae says:
XO: Would you like me to take the helm?

TO_Jay says:
*CMO*: Aye

XO_Gol says:
Jorae: Good, then I will need you to take the helm instead.

SO_Spear says:
OPS: The aft sensor requried routine recalibration.

ENS-Jorae says:
XO: Aye sir.

TO_Jay says:
*CTO*: Davidson To CTO

ENS-Jorae says:
::Walks over to the helm::

Host Adm_Klord says:
Action: Incoming Hail from SF.

ENS-Jorae says:
::Pulls the console up and begins to check the systems::

CTOCutter says:
*TO*: Go ahead

CMOLinard says:
::monitors the fetal heartbeat...it's fluctuating wildly::

MO_Morgan says:
::enters sickbay out of breath:: CMO: What's the problem and what can I do to help?

OPS_Bafii says:
SO: Great - so we are set for the scans then?

TO_Jay says:
*CTO*: Sir, The Cns. wants to see me, should I go there or to the bridge?

CMOLinard says:
MO: The captain is going into shock.

SO_Spear says:
OPS: Yes

XO_Gol says:
CSO: I need what ever information we have so far on this sector of space.

OPS_Bafii says:
XO: Incoming hail.

CTOCutter says:
*TO* Take the bridge Jay... duty comes first.

XO_Gol says:
Ops: On screen.

SO_Spear says:
:: begins scanning::

TO_Jay says:
*CTO*:Aye

OPS_Bafii says:
:: opens the comm channel on main viewer ::

OPS_Bafii says:
XO: Aye

TO_Jay says:
*CNS*: Davidson to CNS.

MO_Morgan says:
::stands on other side of Captain and scans::  CMO: From what, do we know?

CNS-Isa says:
*TO*: Go ahead.

Host Adm_Klord says:
Action: Adm. Klord appears on screen.

Coreena says:
::wondering where James is and if that EO People is the reason he is not here::

TO_Jay says:
*CNS*: I shall be down after my duty shift.

Host Adm_Klord says:
@::Looking about::

CNS-Isa says:
*TO*: Well, but don't forget me.

XO_Gol says:
*Klord*: Admiral, what can I do for you.

TO_Jay says:
*CNS*: I won't. See you later at about 1700hrs.

SO_Spear says:
::stands at attention::

CNS-Isa says:
::puts down her padd and exits her quarters::

CMOLinard says:
MO: Get me another hypo ..I want to keep it on hand just in case...

TO_Jay says:
::enters lift:: Self: Bridge...Deck One. 

CTOCutter says:
::leaves quarters heading for sickbay::

Host Adm_Klord says:
@Gol: I need a current report!

CNS-Isa says:
::enters TL:: Computer: Bridge.

Host Adm_Klord says:
@Gol: Where is Wendyway?

MO_Morgan says:
::gets another hypo and hands it to the CMO:: CMO: What's wrong with her?

CMOLinard says:
::mutters to herself:: Damn it! I'm losing it!

SO_Spear says:
::resumes scanning::

OPS_Bafii says:
:: taking a chance to check all systems - all ready nominal ::

CNS-Isa says:
::exits TL and enters bridge::

MO_Morgan says:
::still confused but keeps handing equipment to CMO::

TO_Jay says:
::steps onto bridge and heads directly to TAC without noticing the Admiral on the Main Viwer::

CNS-Isa says:
::looks at the admiral on main viewer::

CTOCutter says:
::walks into sickbay, notices all the comotion and wanders into CMO's office to wait it out::

CMOLinard says:
MO: The Captain is pregnant and right now the baby is dying....if I don't do something about it soon we'll lose them both...get me the XO on the comm.

SO_Spear says:
OPS: Sensors are at peak efficiency.

XO_Gol says:
<COM> Klord: She is in sickbay, I haven't had the chance yet to go down and see how she is doing.

TO_Jay says:
::looks over port phaser array again::

MO_Morgan says:
::shocked for a second and then follows her orders::

Host Adm_Klord says:
@Gol: Transfer me to SB. NOW!

TO_Jay says:
::notices CNS on bridge::

CNS-Isa says:
::listens to the conversation between Klord and the XO::

Coreena says:
::Looks off towards the doors wondering where James is::

CMOLinard says:
::watches as Wendyway's vitals calm for the moment::

TO_Jay says:
CNS: Making house calls counseler?

ENS-Jorae says:
::Watches the view screen and waits for any orders::

OPS_Bafii says:
SO: Acknowledged... looks like we are set... I'll just check with engineering and make sure everything is good to go down there.

MO_Morgan says:
::attempts to get XO on the Comm::

Host Adm_Klord says:
Action: Wendyway has another contraction.

OPS_Bafii says:
*Engineering* How are we looking down there? All set for the survey mission?

CNS-Isa says:
TO: No, I'm just getting acquainted with the ship and the people, don't mind me.

XO_Gol says:
<COM> Klord: Understood.  ::transfers Adm Klord to sickbay::

CTOCutter says:
::walks over behind Morgan but out of the way to watch::

SO_Spear says:
OPS: I added the data stream from the deflector to scan for light refractive objects.

EO_Miles says:
*Ops* Everything is running at peak effenciency!

Host Adm_Klord says:
@::sees the CMO in SB::

CMOLinard says:
::places the captain in a stasis field::

MO_Morgan says:
::blanches slightly and continues to work alongside the CMO::

XO_Gol says:
*CMO* Doctor, you have an incoming hail from Admiral Klord.

OPS_Bafii says:
*EO* Good to hear - Bafii out

Host Adm_Klord says:
@Linard: What is the matter with her?

CMOLinard says:
*XO* Put it on my screen....he's just the man I want to see.

TO_Jay says:
::sees that the array repairs are fine::

CNS-Isa says:
XO: I'd like to talk with you for a moment.

CMOLinard says:
@Adm: She's losing the baby.

CTOCutter says:
::sends to Morgan::  Good luck sis... I'm pulling for both of you

XO_Gol says:
*CMO* Already done.

Coreena says:
::worried and bored, begins to flicker... ::

Host Adm_Klord says:
@CMO: You have to help her!

MO_Morgan says:
::comforted slightly and sends back:: Thanks Jase... don't tell anyone though, k?

CTOCutter says:
::nods and smiles at Morgan::

ENS-Jorae says:
::runs fingers over the helm. It's been a while::

TO_Jay says:
::pulls up picture of family on view near his side::

CNS-Isa says:
XO: It's about the away team, it won't be long.

XO_Gol says:
Cns: Is it important, I'm rather busy now.

CMOLinard says:
@Adm: I'm doing all I can....but the baby I'm afraid won't survive....I'm going to have to abort the fetus or I'll lose them both.

CNS-Isa says:
XO: No, I'll come back later.

CNS-Isa says:
::approches the TO::

MO_Morgan says:
::unhappy with the situation, but agrees with the CMO::

TO_Jay says:
::shuts off pic::

XO_Gol says:
Cns: Very well.

CNS-Isa says:
TO: Is it your family? ::picks up the picture and looks at it::

Host Adm_Klord says:
@CMO: That is unacceptable!

OPS_Bafii says:
:: brings up a readout of the sensor data ::

TO_Jay says:
CNS: Yes. ::takes back PADD::

MO_Morgan says:
::winces at Adm's tone::

CTOCutter says:
::notices he's in the view of the comms screen and edges back::

EO_Miles says:
::notices a small energy flucuation::

Host Adm_Klord says:
@CMO: There must be Something you can do! ::very upset::

CNS-Isa says:
TO: Sorry, I didn't mean to... they look pretty nice. ::hands the padd back::

TO_Jay says:
CNS: I am sorry I don't mean to be like that.

EO_Miles says:
Self: Hmm. EO: Monitor the power flucuation I just picked up. It's not much, but it could turn out to be something later.

MO_Morgan says:
::notices Cutter's actions and figures its probably the smartest move::

CNS-Isa says:
TO: No, that's okay.

EO_Miles says:
<EO> CEO: Yes sir.

ENS-Jorae says:
::looks back at the XO who appears to be deep in thought::

OPS_Bafii says:
XO: All systems report ready for the survey - any instructions sir?

SO_Spear says:
:: moves to OPS:: OPS: anything interesting?

CMOLinard says:
@Adm: What do you mean? I've done everything to keep the baby alive....it's just not working......the only other way is to place it in a stasis field but that's very risky..

TO_Jay says:
CNS: They were pretty nice. so was my Sister Jerni ::tears start coming down, but wipes away::

CNS-Isa says:
TO: Are you feeling ok today?

CSOTriton says:
::snapping out of his daze:: SO: There are 11 planets the outer. 4 are essentially ice balls. Next is a class B, followed by a class A, and another class B. Then a class E, a class G, and a class C, and lastly a molten ball. The sun is a K-3 star.

OPS_Bafii says:
SO: Nothing at the moment...  everything appears set.  :: spares a brief smile to the SO::

Host Adm_Klord says:
@CMO: You have to save Brina!

OPS_Bafii says:
SO: Much less exciting than the last mission - but I'll take it

Host Adm_Klord says:
@CMO: If the fetus dies so be it.

XO_Gol says:
Ops: Standby for the moment.

TO_Jay says:
CNS: Heck I am fine. I just don't think I will ever see my sister again.

Host Adm_Klord says:
@::Thinks::

OPS_Bafii says:
XO: Aye sir

CMOLinard says:
@Adm: As you wish.....but the XO must be notified....

CNS-Isa says:
TO: Maybe we should talk right now. Do you want to?

SO_Spear says:
CSO: In other word nothing inhabitable by carbom based lifeforms

CSOTriton says:
::looks around...still a bit confused::

TO_Jay says:
CNS: Where?

Host Adm_Klord says:
@CMO: You are still within transporter range of DS aren't you?

SO_Spear says:
CSO: Are you allright?

CNS-Isa says:
To: In my quarters or your or the Mess Hall.

CMOLinard says:
::quickly checks status records:: @Adm: Yes...why?

XO_Gol says:
Jorae: Set course and engage warp 6.

ENS-Jorae says:
XO: Aye sir.

SO_Spear says:
CSO: Triton!

ENS-Jorae says:
XO: Course set and engaged.

CNS-Isa says:
TO: So, are you coming?

CSOTriton says:
SO: Um yes I'm alright now, I was just ...calculating some probabilites...Well Mr. Spear, class G are technically classified as inhabitable.

TO_Jay says:
CNS: Mess Hall would be great. But I was told by CTO to man the TAC station. The only one that could pull me off duty is you or the XO.

CTOCutter says:
::nods at CMO and mouths yes we are in transporter range::

Host Adm_Klord says:
@CMO: Take the fetus and transport it to Dr Bajir.

CNS-Isa says:
TO: Wait a minute.

XO_Gol says:
CSO: You have the bridge, I'll be in sickbay.

CNS-Isa says:
::approches XO::

Host Adm_Klord says:
@CMO: I will take care of the burial.

TO_Jay says:
CNS: Yes Ma'am.

CMOLinard says:
::nods:: @Adm: Acknowledged.

XO_Gol says:
Cns: Yes Counselor?

CSOTriton says:
XO: Aye sir. ::moves to and sits in Big Chair::

CNS-Isa says:
XO: Sorry, Sir. I need to have a talk with the TO right now, do you think you can spare him up here?

CMOLinard says:
*XO*: Sir, I must see you right away...it is a very important matter concerning the captain.

ENS-Jorae says:
::Moniters systems::

XO_Gol says:
CNS: Yes. TO: It is time for your session with the counselor, now.

SO_Spear says:
FCO: What is our position?

CNS-Isa says:
XO: Thank you. ::walks back to the TO::

TO_Jay says:
::locks station down::

XO_Gol says:
*CMO*: I was on my way as a matter of fact.

XO_Gol says:
::enters TL:: TL: Sickbay.

TO_Jay says:
CNS: Shall we? Mess Hall?

CNS-Isa says:
TO: Yes, the Mess Hall it is.

ENS-Jorae says:
SO: Our position is 6 light years from DS.

OPS_Bafii says:
CSO: All systems within norms. 

TO_Jay says:
*CTO*: Davidson to Cutter.

SO_Spear says:
Jorae: Thank you.

CNS-Isa says:
::walks with TO into the TL::

ENS-Jorae says:
SO: Aye.

CMOLinard says:
MO: Prepare cryogenetic stasis.

CTOCutter says:
*TO*: Go ahead

OPS_Bafii says:
CSO: With your permission I was about to head off duty.

Coreena says:
::looks around for something, anything... but nothing of interest but the EO::

MO_Morgan says:
::nods her head sadly and prepares cryogenetic stasis::

TO_Jay says:
*CTO*: I have been orderd to talk with the CNS. Could you watch my station?

XO_Gol says:
::exits TL and enters sickbay:: CMO: How is she? How is the baby? Are they ok? Well? Answer me!

CTOCutter says:
*TO*: Will do Jay.

CSOTriton says:
OPS: Sorry Ens, I can't allow that.  I need you stay on and supervise Tactical until a replacement is found for Ensign Davidson.

MO_Morgan says:
::sees the XO and hurries to do as she was asked::

CMOLinard says:
::watches morgan and turns to the XO:: XO: Come in my office please.

TO_Jay says:
*CTO*: Thanks, Sir.

OPS_Bafii says:
CSO: Aye sir.

CTOCutter says:
::heads toward bridge thinking of 50 ways to kill a CNS::

Host Adm_Klord says:
@CMO: Klord out.

XO_Gol says:
CMO: No, let us waste no more time, tell me now.

OPS_Bafii says:
:: brings up secondary tactical display ::

CNS-Isa says:
TO: Are you coming?

MO_Morgan says:
::looks at Cutter:: ~~~Did you know? About the Captain and XO?~~~

ENS-Jorae says:
::calculates ETA::

CSOTriton says:
CIV: Drop out of warp 1/2 hour from the system.

TO_Jay says:
::follows CNS::

ENS-Jorae says:
CSO: Aye sir.

CNS-Isa says:
::enters TL with TO:: Computer: Mess Hall

CMOLinard says:
::takes a deep breath:: XO: I'm sorry to have to tell you this....but I'm afraid Brina has lost the baby.

CTOCutter says:
::looks back over his shoulder:: ~~~I Do now sis.... I'll keep it to myself.~~~

OPS_Bafii says:
:: spare the SO a "I have to do everything" glance ::

CSOTriton says:
SO: Maintain LRS sweeps of the system. Once Ens Jorae has dropped to impulse start scanning with the SRS.

CNS-Isa says:
::exits TL with TO and enters MessHall::

Coreena says:
::looks at the EO and the panel he seems to find interesting. Concentrates to make the readings change::

ENS-Jorae says:
::Looks around her station::

SO_Spear says:
:: begins LRS::

TO_Jay says:
::sits near window::

XO_Gol says:
::takes a deep breath:: CMO: When? Can anything be done? Can you transfer the baby to someone else as a surrogate?

CTOCutter says:
::enters bridge and notices a lot of nothing going on::

CNS-Isa says:
TO: Do you want anything to drink?

Host Adm_Klord says:
Action: The readings on the EO's panel change.

CMOLinard says:
XO: I've spoken with Admiral Klord and he wants me to transport the fetus to DS9 to Dr. Bashir to take care of the burial for her.

EO_Miles says:
::begining to go into a daze...::

EO_Miles says:
::notices the panel go into a craze::

OPS_Bafii says:
:: notices an indicator light on his engineering console ::

CSOTriton says:
::chacks data on system...::

CMOLinard says:
::shakes head slowly:: XO: I'm afraid not...the baby is already dead.

TO_Jay says:
CNS: I would, but let me get it. What would you like?

SO_Spear says:
::focusing on class G planet::

MO_Morgan says:
::goes to stand next to the unconscious captain again.. just staring at her and feeling immense sadness at the loss of the fetus::

XO_Gol says:
CMO: How long before Brina recovers?

EO_Miles says:
*Ops* Something is happening down here, with the power flow. Can you give me an explanation?

CNS-Isa says:
::walks towards the replicator, steps back:: TO: Coffee.

OPS_Bafii says:
*EO* I was just gonna ask you that - hold on I'll look.

ENS-Jorae says:
::Looks back at the SCO in the big chair. He seem's to be enjoying this::

CTOCutter says:
XO: Seems quiet here XO... do you want Tactical manned?

CNS-Isa says:
::sits down at a table::

CMOLinard says:
XO: Once the surgery is complete...a few hours....but it could be more....the important thing is...she will recover.

OPS_Bafii says:
:: runs a status check on engineering systems ::

CSOTriton says:
*EO*: What is your situation?

Coreena says:
::listens to the EO and OPS with interest::

EO_Miles says:
::begins running a lvl 3 diagnostic::

SO_Spear says:
::whisper:: Jorea: He does.

TO_Jay says:
::get up and walk to replicator:: CNS:Sit i will get it 

CNS-Isa says:
TO: Thank you.

EO_Miles says:
*CSO* There is a large power fluctuation running through engineering, I can't locate it::

ENS-Jorae says:
::Grins largely at the SO::

CTOCutter says:
::notes that the big chair is empty and feels pretty dumb talking to himself::

TO_Jay says:
CNS: WHat would you like?

CNS-Isa says:
TO: Coffee, black.

EO_Miles says:
::sighs, and looks at diagnostics results::

TO_Jay says:
::orders coffee Black and a Rocktigino::

OPS_Bafii says:
CSO: Confirmed sir.

ENS-Jorae says:
::continues monitoring helm systems::

XO_Gol says:
CMO: Then as the child's father I ask that you wait for her to come around before sending him or her anywhere.  What was the baby, a boy or girl?

TO_Jay says:
::brings drinks back and sits beside CNS lacing the window::

CTOCutter says:
::finally sees Triton:: CSO:  I'll try you sir.  Do you want Tactical manned right now?

CNS-Isa says:
::tries not to care about what she senses and reads from the TO::

OPS_Bafii says:
:: hopes CTO takes tactical off his hands ::

Coreena says:
::begins to feel something... ticklish::

CSOTriton says:
CTO: Thought you'd never ask Lieutenant. Please, be my guest.

CNS-Isa says:
TO: So, talk me about your family.

ENS-Jorae says:
::chuckles at the CTO::

CMOLinard says:
XO: I'm sorry but I have orders from the Admiral himself....he IS Brina's caretaker......

EO_Miles says:
*Ops* Have you came up with anything yet?

CNS-Isa says:
::takes her coffee into her hands::

CSOTriton says:
OPS: Concentrate on helping engineering.

ENS-Jorae says:
::Clears the grin off her face and turns back toward her console::

SO_Spear says:
Jorae: Are we within SRS distance to the system?

OPS_Bafii says:
*EO* Lets check the EPS systems... maybe we have a junction problem.

OPS_Bafii says:
CSO: Aye sir.

CTOCutter says:
::walks past helm and plants a knee in the back of the chair as he goes by::  ENS: Sorry.

TO_Jay says:
:hands drink to CNS:: CNS: What you want to know?

EO_Miles says:
*Ops* I'm on it...

CNS-Isa says:
TO: Tell me about your family.

ENS-Jorae says:
SO: Aye sir. We are.

XO_Gol says:
::realizes the years of study on Vulcan have helped greatly with handling the pain, however it isn't quite good enough:: CMO: Doctor, I think I would like to go to your office, I need to sit down.

SO_Spear says:
::begins SRS::

CSOTriton says:
CIV: Are we on autopilot?

CTOCutter says:
::continues on to Tactical and monitors nothing happening::

OPS_Bafii says:
*EO* I'm not showing any odd drains on the power supply system.

Coreena says:
::after a moment, she lets out a giggle::

XO_Gol says:
XO: ...and I am the child's father. What is your point?

ENS-Jorae says:
CSO: Yes, sir we are.

CNS-Isa says:
TO: How were they?

OPS_Bafii says:
:: glad that there is something to do ::

EO_Miles says:
*ops* The... That's odd. They're gone...

Host Adm_Klord says:
Action: Bioneural systems are slowed by .011 %

CSOTriton says:
CIV: I understnad that you trained as a science officer, is that true?

CMOLinard says:
::nods:: XO: Take all the time you need.....if there is anything I can do...let me know....in the mean time I have surgery to perform.

OPS_Bafii says:
CSO: Sir, I'm going to head down to engineering to see if I can assist the EO.

ENS-Jorae says:
CSO: Yes, sir. It is.

CMOLinard says:
::leaves the XO in her office and goes to the captain's side::

TO_Jay says:
CNS: They were great to me. My step-sister and I got along great. Her name was Jerni Quest.

EO_Miles says:
*Bridge* Bioneural systems have slowed down by .011%

CNS-Isa says:
What did you mean by "I will never see her again"?

CSOTriton says:
CIV: Perhaps you would like to assist SO Spear at the Science Station, the Hayden can fly herself for a  while.

EO_Miles says:
::sighs to himself, wondering what is going on::

OPS_Bafii says:
*EO* We should scan for problems with the gelpacks. Maybe the power fluctuations are causing damage.

ENS-Jorae says:
CSO: Aye sir. ::Walks over to Sci::

CNS-Isa says:
TO: What did you mean by "I won't be able to see her again"?

TO_Jay says:
CNS: The chances of her being in this time are probably a million to 1.

EO_Miles says:
::hesitates a moment::

OPS_Bafii says:
:: awaiting permission to leave the bridge from the CSO ::

ENS-Jorae says:
::Checks to verify that the Bioneural systems have slowed by .011%::

CNS-Isa says:
TO: You got along very well with her didn't you?

CSOTriton says:
OPS: How is the problem with engineering coming along?

CMOLinard says:
XO: My point sir, is that I cannot go against the Admiral....despite your wishes.

EO_Miles says:
*Ops* I am going to scan the gel packs to make sure there isn't any damage.

ENS-Jorae says:
CSO: It's confirmed tht the Bioneural systems have slowed.

OPS_Bafii says:
CSO: Sir, I would be able to determine that better from engineering

Coreena says:
::swallows the giggle and becomes serious in concern, watching the EO carefully::

EO_Miles says:
::scans the gel packs::

TO_Jay says:
CNS: Yes I did. My real father died while on a mission. I kept his name to honour him. My mother remarried.

SO_Spear says:
::continues SRS::

CSOTriton says:
OPS: Then you should go down, but report any significant data.

XO_Gol says:
CMO: Don't I have any rights as the father? Has Brina said anything to you about not wanting me to make any decisions concerning the child?

CMOLinard says:
MO: Is the cryogenic stasis chamber ready?

OPS_Bafii says:
CSO: Aye sir.

CTOCutter says:
CSO: Just thought I'd let you know that LRS show there isn't another ship for about a bizillion lightyears..... sir.

EO_Miles says:
::reading scans, they indicate there are several dead gel packs::

OPS_Bafii says:
:: leaves stations and head to TL :: TL: Engineering.

OPS_Bafii says:
*EO* I'm on my way.

CSOTriton says:
CTO: That's too bad...I guess we'll be bored for a while ::smiles::

EO_Miles says:
*Ops* Acknowledged. Scans just revealed several gel packs have been killed.

ENS-Jorae says:
SO: Is it always this quiet on the bridge?

MO_Morgan says:
CMO: Yes, I've got it here beside the Captain.

OPS_Bafii says:
*EO* Any general location?

CNS-Isa says:
TO: Tell me about your real father, how was he like?

SO_Spear says:
ENS: No

CTOCutter says:
::mimicks under his breath::  Guess we will.

OPS_Bafii says:
:: TL arrives in Main Engineering ::

CMOLinard says:
XO: Yes, but she hasn't acknowledged you as the father yet.

CNS-Isa says:
::takes a sip of coffee::

OPS_Bafii says:
EO: What a day for the Lt. Young to not be around.

CSOTriton says:
SO: Since you have Ens Jorae helping you, please keep an eye on the situation with the gel packs.

EO_Miles says:
::sees Bafii:: Here, take a look at these readings.

EO_Miles says:
::stands back so the panel is in view::

CMOLinard says:
::performs surgery...removes fetus and places it in the stasis chamber::

TO_Jay says:
CNS: I have a confession.

SO_Spear says:
:: runs diagnostic on gel packs::

OPS_Bafii says:
:: looks at EO's console ::  Hmm - seems to be localized around the secondary power coupling.

MO_Morgan says:
::assists the CMO::

ENS-Jorae says:
SO: What is the situation with the gel packs? I haven't been briefed on them.

CNS-Isa says:
TO: A confession, go ahead.

OPS_Bafii says:
OPS_Bafii: Odd though, I didn't notice any major spikes in the power distribution.

SO_Spear says:
Jorea: We've got some dead gel packs.

CSOTriton says:
::walks over to CTO::

ENS-Jorae says:
SO: I take it we don't know the cause?

XO_Gol says:
CMO: Acknowledged, but what nonsense is that?! She told me on the slopes she knew I was the father, and a simple DNA testing would confirm that. What more PROOF do you need?!  ::begins to raise his voice::

EO_Miles says:
Ops: I never could get a fix on where the original power flucuations were coming from.

SO_Spear says:
Jorea: Not yet, I'm monitoring.

OPS_Bafii says:
EO: Hmm, I'll head down there and take a look - you better nail down those fluxes or Triton is gonna have our hides.

CNS-Isa says:
TO: Go ahead, what do you have to tell me?

MO_Morgan says:
::can sense bad will and tension from Cutter and wonder's what he's done now::

TO_Jay says:
CNS: My sister and I never knew each other. After My father died I left home for Starfleet Intelligence.

Coreena says:
::hears the name of James and focus' on what is going on::

EO_Miles says:
Ops: Don't worry, I can handle it one day without the CEO ::smiles::

ENS-Jorae says:
::Leaves the SO alone and begins monitoring the ship's systems::

CMOLinard says:
::tries to concentrate on her task:: MO: Inform Dr. Bashir on DS9 he will be recieving transport of the baby.

Host Adm_Klord says:
Action: Transport is complete.

EO_Miles says:
::begins to wonder if this is a prank by the CEO or his friend::

CNS-Isa says:
TO: So, you never knew your sister, did you ever try to locate her?

MO_Morgan says:
::nods and prepares the message::

Host Adm_Klord  (Transporter.wav)

Coreena says:
::glares at the EO wondering what he means by that statement. Begins to get restless::

CTOCutter says:
::sends to Morgan:: ~~~I'm not really ticked... just seeing if I can tie the CSO in a knot::~~~

OPS_Bafii says:
:: smiles :: EO: Don't let him hear you say that, engineers are pretty possesive with their engines... Lt Young would probably have you transferred.

CMOLinard says:
XO: I realize that....and I know you're upset but it's not like I had much choice in the matter....you should be thankful that I haven't lost the capatin too.

TO_Jay says:
CNS: From there I got placed on a team that saved a captured proto-type ship. When I went into SickBay to check things out, I felt something or someone in the room.

XO_Gol says:
::gets more upset at how the doctor is just continuing on without any care to what he is saying and storms out of sickbay::

SO_Spear says:
CSO: There are signs of life on the class G planet!

MO_Morgan says:
::smiles slightly and shakes her head:: ~~~I hope you know what you are doing flyboy~~~

OPS_Bafii says:
EO: Okay - I'll go check those gelpacks

XO_Gol says:
::enters TL:: TL: My quarters.

TO_Jay says:
::sips drink::

CSOTriton says:
CTO: ::quietly:: How are you recovering from the Away mission to Terok Nor?

CMOLinard says:
::closes eyes and sighs deeply after seeing the XO leave::

SO_Spear says:
CSO: Reading vast network of tunnels.

EO_Miles says:
EO: Yeah, especially our engineer ::grins::

CNS-Isa says:
something or someone, like a being? Have you looked into that?

XO_Gol says:
::exits and enters quarters, sends hail to Admiral Klord::

ENS-Jorae says:
::Tries to scan for a type of life form::

OPS_Bafii says:
:: heads for turbolift grabbing a tricorder first - head off with a quick laugh ::  EO: I'll be in touch.

SO_Spear says:
CSO: Probably an ancient civilazation.

MO_Morgan says:
::brings her attention back to sickbay and is hit with a wave of sadness again::

CTOCutter says:
::feeling guilty since the CSO is being nice:: CSO: I'm fine.... had a long talk with Morgan. She's a little dingy, but she made sense in a weird way.

CSOTriton says:
SO: Keep compiling data, look for power sources, or communication arrays.

CNS-Isa says:
TO: Something or someone, like a being? Have you looked into that?

TO_Jay says:
CNS: Your a Telepath right?

EO_Miles says:
Ops: Yes sir. ::sighs:: Second set of dead gel packs this week.

ENS-Jorae says:
SO: How would you like me to help? ::tries to force a smile::

EO_Miles says:
::begins searching for the mal-functioning power conduit::

SO_Spear says:
CSO: Nothing but lower vegatation so far.

CNS-Isa says:
TO: Yes I am.

XO_Gol  (Hailing.wav)

OPS_Bafii says:
*CSO* Sir - power fluxs have stopped, but the EO is still looking for the cause - I am head to check on these seemly down gelpacks.

OPS_Bafii says:
:: enters TL:: TL:  Deck 14.

CSOTriton says:
CTO: It's good to have someone to talk to....you and her seem to get along well.

Host Adm_Klord says:
Action: Klord opens hail at desk.

CNS-Isa says:
TO: Why?

Host Adm_Klord says:
@Gol: What is it?!

SO_Spear says:
Jorae: Scan for power sources.

ENS-Jorae says:
SO: Aye, sir.

XO_Gol says:
COM: Klord: Who the hell are you to decide what happens to MY child!

CSOTriton says:
*OPS/EO*: Well done, but the XO will need a full report including the cause.

ENS-Jorae says:
::Begins to runs scans for possible power sources on the planet::

OPS_Bafii says:
:: arrives on deck 14.. begins scanning gel packs ::

Host Adm_Klord says:
::Very busy communicating with Dr Bashir::

CTOCutter says:
::rueful smile:: CSO: Better than you might know. When we have more time, I'll tell you about it.

TO_Jay says:
CNS: Well, when I entered sickbay on the ship I felt another presence. Like some one was contacting me telepathically on a very high frequency.

EO_Miles says:
::hears something from the panel behind him, and sees that the power is flucuation again::

OPS_Bafii says:
*CSO* Aye sir - I'll have something for you in 30 minutes

SO_Spear says:
Jorea: Try the lower EMF bands as well

XO_Gol says:
<COM> Klord: You p'tagh answer me!

ENS-Jorae says:
SO: Aye sir.

EO_Miles says:
*Ops* ::sighs:: Bad news, power is fluctuating again. I am running a trace scan now.

ENS-Jorae says:
::Works on the EMF bands::

CMOLinard says:
::monitors the CO's vitals...they are beginning to return to normal::

OPS_Bafii says:
:: finds a damaged gel pack and removes it ::

CNS-Isa says:
TO: You think it could have been her?

TO_Jay says:
::takes another sip::

OPS_Bafii says:
*EO* ::sigh:: Okay, keep me informed please.

CNS-Isa says:
TO: Is she a telepath?

Host Adm_Klord says:
@Gol: It is not your child unless CO Wendyway says it is. I have recieved no such notification from her.

EO_Miles says:
*Ops* Will do. EO Out.

SO_Spear says:
*EO* Could you priorities sensors please?

OPS_Bafii says:
:: scans gelpack - glares at weird readings ::

CMOLinard says:
MO: Keep an eye on her...I'll be in my lab if you need me.....

ENS-Jorae says:
::Reroutes a couple of circuits working to lower the EMF bands::

CSOTriton says:
CTO: I hope we get that chance...::looks a bit out of touch for a moment, then turns and heads for the Big Chair::

TO_Jay says:
CNS: I belive it was. She is a parshal telepath. I got it from mom's side of family.

TO_Jay says:
CNS: I think she did to.

ENS-Jorae says:
SO: EMF bands lowered.

OPS_Bafii says:
:: connects to main computer:: Computer: Analysis of gelpack readings - compare to known problems.

ENS-Jorae says:
::Continues scanning for power sources::

CNS-Isa says:
TO: So, it could have been her. When is the last time you heard from her?

XO_Gol says:
<COM> Klord: DNA tests show that I am the father. We chose not to tell you yet becuse you would try to kill me. Now it seems the reverse may be true!

MO_Morgan says:
::nods:: CMO: Yes ma'am..  ::continues to monitor the CO's condition::

Host Adm_Klord says:
@::glares at Gol: Gol: It is a moot point. I will see to a proper burial for the child

EO_Miles says:
::looking trace scan results::

OPS_Bafii says:
:: gets analysis results ::

CMOLinard says:
::heads to her lab and sits down...ordering a cup of expresso::

CSOTriton says:
*OPS/EO*: You may need to contact the Medical team to help you with the gel packs

OPS_Bafii says:
*EO* These gelpacks - the appear to have been, well eaten. Computer said that this has happened before.

EO_Miles says:
*OPS* I will contact sickbay to see if they can help. *CSO* I am contacting SB now.

Host Adm_Klord says:
@::sighs and softens: Gol: I appreciate your loss. Believe me I feel it as well.

XO_Gol says:
<COM> Klord: No, it is not. I demand to have input into what happens to the child, I am the father!

EO_Miles says:
*Ops* Eaten? That happened a few days ago.

OPS_Bafii says:
:: removes remaining damaged gel packs and repeats scans ::

CSOTriton says:
*OPS/EO*: What percentage of power have we lost?

TO_Jay says:
CNS: It has been about four years.

OPS_Bafii says:
*EO* I remember reading some log entries on that - I guess I'll take these to sick bay.

SO_Spear says:
CSO: Still no signs of sentient life.

CNS-Isa says:
TO: And where was she?

CMOLinard says:
::begins logging a report of her procedures::

TO_Jay says:
CNS: What you mean?

CSOTriton says:
CTO: What is the nearest Starfleet repair facility?

OPS_Bafii says:
:: heads back to TL:: TL: Sickbay.

XO_Gol says:
<COM> Klord: Then allow me to make the decision until Brina awakens. At that point she may decide and I will not falter from her decision.

EO_Miles says:
::sighs:: *Ops* The trace scan report is that one of the cells is unidentifyable... what do you think?

MO_Morgan says:
::continues to monitor the readouts showing the CO's condition stabilizing::

CTOCutter says:
CSO:  We just left DS9.  That would be the closest

Host Adm_Klord says:
@Gol: Unless Brina acknowledges you as the father, there is nothing I can do.

CNS-Isa says:
TO: I mean, what's the last thing you heard from her?

Coreena says:
::frustrated... becoming more agitated::

EO_Miles says:
::can't wait to head to the mess hall for some off-time::

ENS-Jorae says:
SO: The atmosphere is preventing any conclusive scans of power sources::

OPS_Bafii says:
*EO* Doesn't sound good - maybe you should run a level 2 diagnostic on the distribution system.

EO_Miles says:
*Ops* I'm on it.

XO_Gol says:
::screams Klingon obsenities and closes hail, then leaves to return to sickbay::

SO_Spear says:
Jorea: Acknowledged.

CSOTriton says:
*OPS/EO*: I need to know how severely the systems have been compromised....

EO_Miles says:
::begins running a level 2 diagnostic.

Host Adm_Klord says:
@Gol: Accept what is and sing to the child's glory.

TO_Jay says:
CNS: The last thing was her saying good-bye to me at SF Command as she went to her new assignment.

OPS_Bafii says:
:: arriving at Sickbay::  Docs: Anyone got a moment?

ENS-Jorae says:
::Continues to work::Self: There's got to be a way around that.

CNS-Isa says:
TO: Where was she assigned?

EO_Miles says:
*CSO* I don't think the systems are in any serious trouble... We need to get those flucuations fixed though, they might cause some problems.

MO_Morgan says:
::turns to Bafii:: Ops: What can I help you with?

TO_Jay says:
CNS: I have no idea

ENS-Jorae says:
::Tries running a variation of the previous scans filtering out atmospheric impurities::

Host Adm_Klord says:
@::shakes head and closes com::

Coreena says:
::stops and begins to squirm again::

OPS_Bafii says:
MO: I've got some dead gel packs here. I understand you've all seen this before.

XO_Gol says:
Self: I'll sing to my fist down your throat!

CNS-Isa says:
TO: Well, I think you should look into that. Finding your sister might help you get over the things that happened to you lately.

TO_Jay says:
CNS: After that, a few months back I got a Comm from my mother.

CMOLinard says:
::looks up at Ops:: Ops: Yes, I have.....

XO_Gol says:
TL: Sickbay!

MO_Morgan says:
OPS: Actually, the CMO has been looking into those. She's in her lab right now.

CNS-Isa says:
TO: What did your mother say?

TO_Jay says:
CNS: I mean from my grandparents. Goofed.

SO_Spear says:
CSO: The planet's atmosphere is preventing us from detecting power sources.

OPS_Bafii says:
CMO: Computer says that these have been affected similarly - thought you might want to take a look.

CNS-Isa says:
TO: Is it your mother or your grandparents?

CMOLinard says:
::sighs:: Ops: More dead gel packs?

Coreena says:
::begins to glare at the EO::

ENS-Jorae says:
SO: I'm trying a variation using a subspace filter. We'll see if it works.

XO_Gol says:
::exits lift and enters sickbay:: CMO: Doctor, is Brina awake yet?

OPS_Bafii says:
CMO: Have you been able to pin down a cause, there also seem to be some power fluxuations that I thought might be connected.

EO_Miles says:
Computer: Where is the unidentifiable power cell located?

TO_Jay says:
CNS: My grandparents said that they got a call from her CO and said she died in action.

CMOLinard says:
XO: I'm afraid not.

CTOCutter says:
::bored so he sends to Morgan:: ~~~Get all the mud out of your hair klutz?~~~

ENS-Jorae says:
SO: Even with the subspace filter, No power is detectable.

CNS-Isa says:
TO: But you seem unsure about her death.

MO_Morgan says:
::sees all the people converging on the CMO and is really glad she is not the CMO::

CSOTriton says:
*CMO* ::without any emotion:: Lt. Cmdr. Linard, I need an estimate on the system wide damage resulting from the problem with the gel packs. Please coordinate with OPS and engineering.

XO_Gol says:
CMO: Can you momentarily bring her to consciousness?

TO_Jay says:
CNS: Very unsure.

SO_Spear says:
Jorea: You may report directly to the CSO.

CMOLinard says:
Ops: No, I haven't come to any conclusions....it's a single cell organism that's all I know...

CTOCutter says:
::notes the tone Triton talks to CMO with and wonders::

CNS-Isa says:
TO: Why? You think your grand parents lied?

CSOTriton says:
CTO: With OPS occupied can you handle the requirements for an AT mission?

MO_Morgan says:
::scowls:: ~~~Yes... no thanks to you.  Nice of you to push me off the pier!~~~

OPS_Bafii says:
:: sets 3 gel packs down near the CMO, seeing she is busy heads to MO ::

CTOCutter says:
CSO: I suspect so.

CMOLinard says:
::answers in a calm voice:: *CSO* I'm busy at the moment....give me a few minutes.

SO_Spear says:
Jorea: Try narrowing the scans...that might help.

OPS_Bafii says:
MO: I'm gonna leave you two these packs - I need to get back and help the EO before the fluctuations become serious - let me know if you find anything?

ENS-Jorae says:
SO: Aye.

TO_Jay says:
CNS: I don't know. I really do not want to talk about this now ::Gets up and runs out to the TL::

CMOLinard says:
XO: No, I can't....she needs her rest.....I'll contact you when she regains consciousness.

XO_Gol says:
CMO: I asked a question now answer it!  ::tries to contain the anger::

ENS-Jorae says:
::Narrows the scan field and intensify's the beam::

Host Adm_Klord says:
<Computer> In the gel pack

CNS-Isa says:
::watches TO run towards the TL::

ENS-Jorae says:
CSO: Sir, there are no power sources on the planet that we can detect.

EO_Miles says:
Computer: Exactly which gel pack?

CNS-Isa says:
Computer: Locate Ens. Davidson.

MO_Morgan says:
OPS: will do... the CMO might want to be the one to work on it though

CMOLinard says:
::calmly:: XO: Excuse me Sir, but if you won't contain yourself I'm going to have to ask you to leave....you're causing unneccessary stress to my patients.

Coreena says:
::at the last moment remembers James request to her. Not wanting him angry at her she stops from any over actions and simply alters the readings some::

OPS_Bafii says:
MO: Understood - thanks  :: heads for TL yet again ::

TO_Jay says:
Computer: Holodeck 2.

OPS_Bafii says:
TL: Engineering

Host Adm_Klord says:
<Computer> It is present in all three packs

XO_Gol says:
::storms out of sickbay again:: *CSO* Triton, you seemed rather mad last time I saw you, are you still?

OPS_Bafii says:
*EO* Any progress?

CNS-Isa says:
<Computer>: Holodeck 2.

EO_Miles says:
*Ops* Scans just revealed the un-identified cell is in each of the 3 gel packs...

Host Adm_Klord says:
<Computer>Ens. Davidson is entering Holoroom 2.

OPS_Bafii says:
:: arrives in Engineering ::

CSOTriton says:
*XO*: My emotional state is not important, while I have the Conn.

TO_Jay says:
::Enters Holodeck::

CNS-Isa says:
::gets up and enters TL:: Computer: Holodeck 2

XO_Gol says:
*CSO* Answer the question! ::practically yells at the ceiling::

TO_Jay says:
Computer: Run program Davidson Alpha1123 

OPS_Bafii says:
EO: This is really odd. We need to identify a root cause and see if both the fluxes and the gel packs are related.

EO_Miles says:
Ops: I hope we can find it... Lt. Young and I have been working on this for a while now.

CNS-Isa says:
::exits TL and heads for Holodeck 2::

ENS-Jorae says:
::gets frustrated with her lack of progress::

CSOTriton says:
CIV/SO: Hmm.. scan for signs of warfare or mass disaster. Something that could wipe out a civilization.

MO_Morgan says:
::gives Cutter a mental kick in the pants... just 'cause::

TO_Jay says:
::Old home comes up. Promenade is busy as usal.

CTOCutter says:
CSO: If an away team is needed for the planet, it will be myself, MO Morgan and SO Spear.

ENS-Jorae says:
CSO: Aye sir. Scanning now.

EO_Miles says:
::feels a headache coming on::

CSOTriton says:
*XO*: What seems to be the probem, Sir? ::not quite containing a flash of fury::

ENS-Jorae says:
::Scans for nuclear materials in the air::

CMOLinard says:
::finishes up her work and decides to pull the stress from her day....she goes to the console and prepares for a little job she has to do::

OPS_Bafii says:
EO: Maybe we should consider taking the warp core offline when we reach the system for a diagnostic.. we will have to run that by the XO/CEO though

CNS-Isa says:
::enters Holodeck 2::

EO_Miles says:
Ops: That sounds best.

XO_Gol says:
*CSO* You and me in the holodeck now!  As much as I hate to say it give Cutter the conn.

TO_Jay says:
Computer: Disengage Safety Protocols. Autorization Davidson Beta 12 Alpha 3 and put a phaser rifle in my hands!

ENS-Jorae says:
::Listens to the XO's orders and shudders::

CSOTriton says:
::stands and looks positively ready to kill::

SO_Spear says:
*EO* Can you make sensor power a priority?

CNS-Isa says:
TO: Wait! What are you doing?

TO_Jay says:
::ducks behind bulk head::

Host Adm_Klord says:
<Computer> Ens. Davidson, you do not have that authorization.

Coreena says:
::looks at the EO and begins to react....::

EO_Miles says:
*SO* I will se what I can do. I just hope we can make anything a priorty if these flucuations don't get better.

SO_Spear says:
*EO* Thanks.

EO_Miles says:
*SO* EO out.

CSOTriton says:
CIV/CTO: Jorae, take TACTICAL! Cutter, You heard Danvar you have command of the BRIDGE! ::heads for TL::

TO_Jay says:
::Sneaks along wall::

SO_Spear says:
CSO: Triton!

         <<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Pause Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>


